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I. INTRODUCTION

The time it takes for a particle or wave packet to tunnel
through a potential barrier has been debated for decades
[1–8]. The fact that there is a finite duration for the tunneling
process is not in doubt. The debate centers around the valid-
ity of the various proposed tunneling times, the relation be-
tween those times, and the physical meaning of a tunneling
time especially when it predicts apparent superluminal ve-
locities. Two of the more commonly used tunneling times are
the dwell time (defined through the integrated probability
density under the barrier) and the phase time(defined by the
energy derivative of the transmission phase shift). These two
times, however, are not entirely unrelated. They are equal
under certain circumstances but generally differ as a result of
quantum interference effects[9–11]. Both times also saturate
with increasing barrier length, a phenomenon known as the
Hartman effect[2] and which has been claimed to lead to
infinite tunneling velocities for opaque barriers[6]. This ef-
fect has recently been explained as arising from the satura-
tion of stored energy or number of particles under the barrier
[11–13]. With some exceptions[14–23], most discussions of
quantum tunneling time have been based on the nonrelativ-
istic Schrödinger equation even when apparent “faster than
c” effects are considered. In particular there has been no
discussion of the relation between the various tunneling
times for relativistic particles. Here we derive an exact rela-
tion between the phase time and the dwell time for relativis-
tic particles that satisfy the Dirac equation. We show by
means of an explicit stationary state calculation that the
phase time is equal to the dwell time plus a self-interference
delay which is a relativistic generalization of earlier results.

II. RELATIVISTIC ONE-DIMENSIONAL
SCATTERING RELATIONS

We begin with a Dirac particle of massm and total energy
E traveling in one dimension in the presence of a real poten-
tial barrier or potential wellVszd that occupies the region
0,z,L. The one-dimensional relativistic equation that de-
scribes its stationary state is

H0c = f− i"caz]z + bmc2 + Vszdgc = Ec, s1d

whereaz=s 0 sz

sz 0
d andb= s I 0

0 −I
d are the well known 434 Dirac

matrices specified in terms of the Pauli matrices and the unit
matrix I . Each element ofaz andb is understood to be a 2
32 matrix. In Eq. (1) the electron is represented by the
relativistic wave packet described by the Dirac spinor wave
function

c =1
c1

c2

c3

c4

2 . s2d

Our goal is to obtain a general relation between dwell and
phase times for the one-dimensional scattering problem. To
that end, we first take a derivative of the Dirac equation with
respect toE

f− i"caz]z + bmc2 + Vszd − Egs]c/]Ed = c. s3d

Then the Hermitian conjugate of Eq.(1) is multiplied from
the right by]c /]E, yielding

hi"c]zc
†az + c†bmc2 + fVszd − Egc†js]c/]Ed = 0. s4d

Equation(3) is then left-multiplied byc† and added to Eq.
(4), resulting in the expression
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− i"cSc†az
]2c

]E]z
+

]c†

]z
az

]c

]E
D = − i"c

]

]z
Sc†az

]c

]E
D = c†c.

s5d

Integrating over the barrier from 0 toL we find

Sc†az
]c

]E
D

z=L
− Sc†az

]c

]E
D

z=0
=

i

"c
E

0

L

c†c dz. s6d

Equation(6) is a general theorem that describes the sensitiv-
ity of the wave function to variations in energy and allows us
to relate the various tunneling times in a straightforward
manner.

The wave functionc is a solution of the stationary state
scattering problem. In front of the barrier(region I) it con-
sists of incident and reflected waves:

cI =1
1

0

h

0
2eikz + R1

1

0

− h

0
2e−ikz, s7d

wherehskd;"ck/ sE+mc2d and"ck=ÎE2−m2c4. The ampli-
tude reflection coefficient isR= uRueifr. The transmitted wave
behind the barrier(region III) is given by

cIII = T1
1

0

h

0
2eikz, s8d

with T= uTueift being the transmission coefficient. With these
wave functions the left side of Eq.(6) can be evaluated to
yield

i2hSuTu2
df0

dk
+ uRu2

dfr

dk
+

ImsRd
h

dh

dk
D ]k

]E
=

i

"c
E

0

L

c†c dz,

s9d

wheref0=ft+kL is the total phase of the transmitted wave
and we have used the fact thatuRu2+ uTu2=1 for a lossless
barrier.

The dwell time is defined as[24,25]

td =

E
0

L

c†c dz

j in
, s10d

where j in=cc†azc=2"kc2/ sE+mc2d is the probability cur-
rent density for incident particles. The phase time or group
delay in transmission is[26,27]

tgt = "
df0

dE
, s11d

while the reflection group delay is

tgr = "
dfr

dE
. s12d

Equation (9) shows that the exact relation between these
times is

td = uTu2tgt + uRu2tgr − ti , s13d

where we have defined

ti = −
ImsRd

h
"

]h

]E
= −

m

"k2 ImsRd = −
ImsRd"

2Eks1 + Ek/2mc2d
s14d

as the self-interference delay. HereEk=E−mc2. Each of
these times has a well defined meaning. The dwell time is the
mean time spent by an incident particle of energyE in the
barrier region 0,z,L regardless of whether it is ultimately
reflected or transmitted. The transmission group delay is the
time it takes for the peak of the transmitted wave packet to
appear atz=L, measured from the moment the peak of the
incident wave packet would have reached the inputz=0 in
the absence of reflections. Similarly, the reflection group de-
lay is the time it takes for the peak of the reflected wave
packet to appear atz=0, measured from the moment the peak
of the incident wave packet would have reached the inputz
=0 in the absence of reflections. Both of these group delays
are extrapolated delays assuming a freely propagating inci-
dent wave packet. In reality, the incident wave packet is per-
turbed as a result of interaction with the barrier during its
approach. The self-interference delay is an extra delay that
arises from the fact that the wave packet in front of the
barrier is composed of incident and reflected components
which interfere with each other. It is related to the difference
between the time theextrapolatedpeak of the incident wave
packet arrives at the input and the actual time the peak of the
overall packet arrives at the same point. Because true tunnel-
ing is a quasistatic phenomenon that requires that the wave
packet spatial extent be much greater than the barrier width,
an incident wave packet will always interfere with itself in
front of the barrier. This self-interference delay is greatest at
low values of incident kinetic energies when the particle
spends most of its time caught up in a standing wave in front
of the barrier. This delay vanishes at transmission resonances
where the reflectivity is zero and at values of the reflection
phase equal tonp, n=0,1,2, . . .. Aterm similar to this has
also been found in the tunneling of electromagnetic waves
through constricted waveguides[28] and photonic band gap
structures[29]. In Eq. (14) the termEk/2mc2 in the denomi-
nator is a relativistic correction to the form of the self-
interference delay. The nonrelativistic form is obtained in the
limit Ek@E−mc2. In that limit, the self-interference delay is
analogous to the" /2E term found by Smith to be a quantum
resonance correction to the collision lifetime in scattering
theory [24].

Although we have used the terminology potential “bar-
rier” in this discussion, the general results above also hold
for potential wells. Also, for a symmetric potentialtgt=tgr
;tg, and hence the relation between tunneling times reduces
to
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tg = td + ti . s15d

We note that there is yet another tunneling time scale known
as the Larmor time which measures the total angular change
of a particle with spin tunneling in the presence of a mag-
netic field [25]. This Larmor time has been shown to equal
the dwell time for both relativistic and nonrelativistic par-
ticles [19,20,25].

It is often stated that tunneling times for reflection and
transmission must satisfy the relation[4]

td = uTu2tt + uRu2tr . s16d

This relation has been used as a criterion for the validity of
various tunneling time definitions[4]. It has also been criti-
cized as being inappropriate for describing quantum events
[30]. Here we see that this much quoted criterion cannot be
the sole arbiter for the correctness of a tunneling time defi-
nition. While it is indeed possible to define certain timestt
andtr that satisfy the relation(16), there is noa priori rea-
son why this relation should generally hold for quantum me-
chanical scattering events. Indeed, iftt and tr are taken as
the phase times in transmission and reflection, then the cor-
rect relation between those times and the dwell time is the
one given by Eq.(13). The tunneling process is a wave phe-
nomenon and must generally include interference contribu-
tions. For the phase times the relation(16) holds only in the
classical regions and at transmission resonances where self-
interference effects can be neglected.

III. TUNNELING TIMES FOR A RECTANGULAR
BARRIER

We test the general relations obtained above by applying
them to a rectangular potential barrier described byVszd
=V0QszdQsL−zd. The relativistic interaction dynamics of a
particle with total energyE incident on a barrier with height
V0 can be divided into three cases. In the case that the po-
tential barrier is low enough to satisfyV0,E−mc2=Ek, the
particle has enough energy to propagate over the potential
barrier. Also, it can be shown that when the potential barrier
is strong enough to satisfyV0.E+mc2 it can become super-
critical and spontaneously emit positrons or electrons. This is
a transient phenomenon that takes us into the realm of the
Klein tunneling[31] which has no nonrelativistic equivalent.
We therefore restrict our study to the case in which the po-
tential barrier height satisfiesE−mc2,V0,E+mc2. We will
also restrict our discussion to relativistic positive energy
Dirac particles. When the barrier heightV0 satisfies E
−mc2,V0,E+mc2 the wave function within the barrier(re-
gion II) is given by[32,21,14]

cII = C1
1

0

i"kc

E − V0 + mc2

0
2e−kz + D1

1

0

i"kc

E − V0 + mc2

0
2ekz,

s17d

where"ck=Îm2c4−sV0−Ed2, k being the decay constant for
the evanescent wave within the barrier. The coefficientsC,

D, R, andT are obtained by imposing continuity of the wave
function across the interfacesz=0, L and are given by
[21,14]

C = s1 − ijdekL/2g, s18ad

D = s1 + ijde−kL/2g, s18bd

T = e−ikL/g, s19d

R= − ifsj + 1/jdsinh 2kLg/2g, s20d

where j;sk/kdsE−V0+mc2d / sE+mc2d and g=coshkL
−si /2dsj−1/jdsinhkL.

We have two different methods to calculate the phase
time. One is by taking the energy derivative of the transmis-
sion phase. The other is by calculating the dwell time and
adding the self-interference delay. With the use of the wave
function inside the barriercII Eq. (17), the evaluation of the
dwell time yields

td =
L

2k"c2f2j
Smc2s1 + j2d

sinh 2kL

2kL
+ sE − V0ds1 − j2dD ,

s21d

where f = ugu. From the expression for the reflection coeffi-
cient we find that the self-interference term, using Eq.(14),
is

ti =
mc2s1 + j2d
4"c2f2k2j

sinh 2kL. s22d

The sum of these two times is

tg = td + ti =
L

2k"c2f2j
Ss1 + j2d

sinh 2kL

2kL

mV0s2E − V0d
"2k2

+ s1 − j2dsE − V0dD . s23d

On the other hand the total transmission phase shift is

f0 = argsTd + kL = tan−1F1

2
Sj −

1

j
DtanhkLG . s24d

The energy derivative of the transmission phase shiftf0
yields the same expression as Eq.(23), in agreement with
previous work[14,18,21]. Thus the group delays calculated
by these two very different methods are in complete agree-
ment, confirming the relation of Eq.(15) between phase
time, dwell time, and self-interference delay.

Figure 1 shows these three times plotted as a function of
normalized kinetic energy. The times are normalized byt0
=L /c, the transit time for a particle traveling at the speed of
light. It is seen that the normalized group delay can be less
than 1 for kinetic energies less thanV0. This should not be
taken to mean that the wave packet peak traveled as a rigid
entity from input to output faster than the speed of light. As
a matter of fact, the peak does not travel from input to out-
put, as has been confirmed in direct numerical simulations of
relativistic wave equations[13,17,33]. The dwell time is the
1/e lifetime of particles escaping out of both ends of the
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barrier. To that we add the time spent waiting in front of the
barrier, the self-interference delay. The total is the phase
time. For energies above the barriersEk.V0d the dwell time
and phase time are identical, but for the regionEk,V0 there
is a difference between the two because of the self-
interference delay. At low energies, as the kinetic energy
goes to zero the dwell time, the time spent in the barrier,
goes to zero. The self-interference delay however goes to
infinity. This means the particle does not even enter the bar-
rier but is trapped in a standing wave in front of the barrier.
We examine more closely the effect of relativistic corrections
on the delay times in Fig. 2. The strength of relativistic ef-
fects is determined by the ration;V0/mc2. In the nonrela-
tivistic limit n!1, the self-interference delay becomes equal
to the dwell time whenEk=V0/2. The three times display a
certain symmetry aboutEk=V0/2. In the tunneling regime,
the dwell time for relativistic particles is generally longer
than that for nonrelativistic particles.

The Hartman effect is the saturation of the group delay
with barrier length. In the limit thatL→`, the probability
density inside the barrier is proportional to the decaying ex-
ponential ucu2~e−2kL. The integrated probability saturates
with barrier length and hence the dwell time, self-
interference, and phase delay saturate. AsL→` we find

td =
2m

"k2

j

1 + j2, ti =
2m

"k2

j

1 + j2 ,

tg = td + ti =
2m

"
S 1

k2 +
1

k2D j

1 + j2 . s25d

The fact that these times saturate with length indicates
that they are not propagation delays. To accept them as
propagation delays would imply that the particle somehow
knows that the barrier has been made longer and hence must
increase its speed by just the right amount to cover the
greater distance in the same amount of time. Such a state of
affairs is clearly untenable. As we have previously shown,
for distortionless tunneling the wave packet has to be much

longer than the barrier[13,33]. The uncertaintyDz in the
location of the particle is much greater than the widthL of
the barrier. Similarly, the phase time or group delaytg is
much smaller than the durationDt of the wave packet, the
time it takes for the wave packet to pass a given point. While
it is interacting with the barrier we cannot say anything about
where it is. We can only say where the particle is after it has
completed its interaction with the barrier. The duration of
that interaction is the length of the wave packet. It is only
after the completed scattering event can we say whether a
particle has been reflected or transmitted. Thus, a more
meaningful “tunneling time” might be one determined by the
length of the wave packet.

We now show that in the nonrelativistic limit we recover
previous results for the tunneling times. We do this by “slow-
ing down” the particle, assuming that the speed of the inci-
dent particle is much less thanc, such that its kinetic energy
Ek=E−mc2!mc2 and that also means that the barrier height
V0!mc2. In these limits j reduces toj=k/k, where k
<Î2mEk/" and k<Î2msV0−Ekd /". Inserting these terms

FIG. 1. Phase time(solid curve), dwell time(dashed curve), and
self-interference delay(dotted curve) versus normalized kinetic en-
ergy. HereV0L /"c=2p andV0/mc2=0.5.

FIG. 2. Phase time(solid curve), dwell time(dashed curve), and
self-interference delay(dotted curve) versus normalized kinetic en-
ergy. (a) The nonrelativistic limit; hereV0L /"c=2p and V0/mc2

=0.001. The relativistic limit; hereV0L /"c=2p andV0/mc2=0.99.
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into the tunneling time expressions we obtain

ti =
mL

2"kf2
S1 +

k2

k2Dsinh 2kL

2kL
, s26d

td =
mL

2"kf2
S1 +

k2

k2Dsinh 2kL

2kL
+ S1 −

k2

k2D , s27d

tg = td + ti =
mL

2"kf2
S k

k
+

k

k
Dsinh 2kL

2kL
+ S1 −

k2

k2D .

s28d

These times agree with previously derived nonrelativistic ex-
pressions for the self-interference delay[11], the dwell time
[25], and the phase time[2].

IV. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have investigated the delay times in-
volved in relativistic quantum tunneling using Dirac’s theory.
We have derived tunneling times for the Dirac particles and
established that the phase time is equal to the dwell time plus
a self-interference delay which is dependent on the disper-
sion outside the barrier region. All three times saturate with
barrier length, a manifestation of the Hartman effect and ex-
plainable by the saturation of the probability density or num-
ber of particles in the barrier region. In the nonrelativistic
limit we recover previous results relating the phase time and
dwell time based on the Schrödinger equation.
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APPENDIX: THE KLEIN TUNNELING REGIME

The key result of this work[as given in Eqs.(13) and
(14)] formally holds regardless of the strength of the barrier,
so long as the single-particle Dirac equation remains a valid
description of the interaction. For strong barriers such that
V0.E+mc2 we encounter the phenomenon of Klein tunnel-

ing [31] which has no equivalence in the nonrelativistic
Schrodinger equation. Here the particle is able to tunnel
through the barrier without attenuation, a process mediated
by spontaneous particle-antiparticle pair production[31,34].
Elsewhere we investigate the detailed dynamics of this
highly relativistic process. For now we present the expres-
sions for the dwell time, phase time, and self-interference
delay in this regime and show that they satisfy Eqs.(13) and
(14).

The wave functions inside the barrier are now propagating
waves with wave number k8 defined by "ck8
=ÎsV0−Ed2−m2c4. The reflection coefficient is now

R= fisj8 − 1/j8dsin 2k8Lg/4g8, sA1d

where j8;sk/k8dsV0−E−mc2d / sE+mc2d, and g8=cosk8L
+si /2dsj8+1/j8dsink8L.

Using Eq.(14) we find that the self-interference delay is

ti =
mc2s1/j8 − j8dsin 2k8L

4"c2k2f82 , sA2d

where f8= ug8u. To confirm Eq.(15) we now calculate the
self-interference delay by taking the difference between the
phase delay and the dwell time given by[21]

tg =
L

2k8"c2f82j8
Ss1 + j82dsV0 − Ed

− s1 − j82d
mV0s2E − V0d

"2k2

sin 2k8L

2k8L
D , sA3d

td =
L

2k8"c2f82j8
SsV0 − Eds1 + j82d

− mc2s1 − j82d
sin 2k8L

2k8L
D . sA4d

Here again we find that

ti = tg − td =
mc2s1/j8 − j8dsin 2k8L

4"c2k2f82 .

Clearly, the self-interference delay vanishes at the transmis-
sion resonancessk8L=np /2d and wherej82=1.
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